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Editorial

European Journal of Clinical Oncology (EJCO) is an open access journal which provides a high profile platform to highlight major advance in cancer research. The key aim of EJCO is to provide relevant and latest information about the clinical oncology field. The European Journal of Clinical Oncology seeks to publish high quality, publicly available papers on clinical science. The journal's scope covers subject such as cancer biology, chemotherapy, cancer radiology, cancer pathology etc. EJCO also organizes a conference to make people aware of what is happening in the current scenario and how we can utilize correct manner for clinical treatment of cancer. As we know that EJCO is the newly coined journal, I am happy to announce that in 2019 all papers that have published online within the specified timeline in issue 1 and 2 of volume 1.

EJCO does have released and pre-printed the entire issue at the given time period. They have also been released and dispatched within 30 days of the article is published online. EJCO has added several new members of the editorial board this year who are highly qualified and talented in their respective sector. They always guide in their work and give best advice if any problem arise during article processing stages. EJCO accepts all type of manuscripts such as research papers, case reports, review articles, short commentary, mini review editorial etc. There are 1 issues in volume 2 released in the press in 2020 where in issue 1 there are 1 research paper and 1 editorial and 1 editorial note.

As we know EJCO newly coined journal, it is under evolution for indexing by different indexing agencies. A total of 8 papers were submitted by EJCO in 2020, of which more than half were accepted in preliminary screening and the remaining papers were rejected due to high plagiarism or error in last year’s formatting. The papers which are written are of very good quality and images of high resolution often encourage people to read it. EJCO shares the latest updates on their twitter account to let people know what's going on the field of cancer treatments and their traits, seen on the journal home page. They have all of articles according to the needs and specifications of the current scenario. We are really proud to be part of that.
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